Foundations of World Civilization: Notes 2

A Framework for World History
 Copyright Bruce Owen 2009
− Why study history? Arnold Toynbee 1948
− This reading is interesting for two reasons
− both for some beautiful explanations of why history matters
− and as an exercise in reading old-fashioned, unfamiliar writing: a taste of what historians
do a lot, and many love
− Suggestions
− print the reading and highlight, write comments in the margins, etc.
− this keeps you actively thinking about the material
− and you can refer to your marked-up copy for class discussions, studying, etc.
− read with a laptop, Google phone, etc. handy. Whenever you come to a word you don’t
know, like “torpor”, just Google “define: torpor”
− this is really fast and easy
− you will be able to follow the reading much better
− and you may learn new words
− Background
− Arnold Toynbee was an upper-class, well educated British intellectual
− He assumed that his readers were the same
− He is not trying to impress anyone or be pompous; this is just the way he knew to
communicate clearly
− What is the context of this piece?
− First sentence: “The general war of 1914”
− what war is that?
− why does he refer to it that way, and not with the term we would use?
− Here, in the first words of the entire class, is an example of how historians divide up the
past into categories and use concepts that the people of the time would not recognize, or
might even disagree with
− that is, we see the events of 1914-1918 as the first of two “world wars”
− but Toynbee in 1914 had no concept of a “world war”, to say nothing of one that
was just the first of two.
− a lot of ideas about history are laid onto the past later, by historians
− sorting, organizing, explaining using ideas developed after the fact
− rather than simply “being there” in the events or the evidence of them
− What was Toynbee doing?
− “expounding Thucydides to Balliol undergraduates”
− teaching college students at Balliol college, part of Oxford University
− Thucydides is generally regarded as the second historian in the world (a generation
after the first, Herodotus)
− Thucydides wrote about the Peloponnesian war
− one that started in a world of many rival polities
− bound by a tangle of alliances
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− much like the beginning of World War I
− we will read a little Thucydides later in this course
− so he was teaching history… just like I am here
− (although Toynbee was a thousand times more knowledgeable!)
− What insight did he have?
− “The experience that we were having in our world now had been experienced by
Thucydides in his world already.”
− this history was not just similar to the present, it was like a window into our own
future
− “I was re-reading him now with a new perception—perceiving meanings in his words,
and feelings behind his phrases, to which I had been insensible until I, in my turn, had
run into that historical crisis that had inspired him to write his work”
− suddenly, the history makes sense, has meaning and relevance to Toynbee, because he
is experiencing the same things himself in real life
− “Thucydides, it now appeared, had been over this ground before. He and his generation
had been ahead of me and mine…”
− reading this history was like talking to someone who has experience with something
you are about to try for the first time
− “Whatever chronology might say, Thucydides’ world and my world had now proved to
be philosophically contemporary.”
− what does he mean by “philosophically contemporary”?
− “chronology” indicates that the Peloponnesian war was some 2400 years before
World War I
− the Peloponnesian war happened in ancient times
− in contrast to our modern world
− but they are “contemporary” (“at the same time”) relative to the similar events that
were going on in each case
− the metaphor is that history at least sometimes repeats the same general sequence of
events
− the same kind of scenario sometimes plays out multiple times in history
− in fact, Thucydides wrote his work at a later stage of the process, which Toynbee’s
world was just beginning
− so Thucydides’ recent past, in terms of the repeated process, was the future for
Toynbee’s world, which was still at an early stage of the process
− so as the process leading to a big war of the particular kind seen in the
Peloponnesian war or WWI built up, the wars that broke out in each case came at
the “same” point, in the “same” process, for the “same” reasons
− the two wars are comparable
− we can think of the two wars as two examples of the same thing
− the difference in time between them does not really make them very different
− Toynbee then discusses how long the history of earth, life, and humans is, so that the
written history we study is all jammed into a short span at the recent end of this long
time
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− compared to the whole span of human existence, all events in written history really
did happen at close to the same time
− so we can think of all the civilizations of history, all the wars, etc. as being basically a
bunch of attempts or experiments at almost the same time, in almost the same
conditions
− true, technology has changed things since the Greeks
− but human nature, politics, economics, power have not changed much in that time
− what happened to them is like what happens to us, with only minor adjustments
− Toynbee also notes that humans spent much of their time on earth in a long, almost
unchanging state of “primitive human life”
− and people in a few parts of the world still do today
− so what caused certain societies, very recently, to suddenly start changing, to develop
civilization?
− this is exactly what Jared Diamond proposes to explain in Guns, Germs, and Steel,
which we will read later in this class
− Toynbee has his own idea, which we will touch on briefly next week
− History’s place in the broad view of time: My attempt to make one of Toynbee’s points more
specific
− For the vast majority of humans' existence on earth, people have lived as foragers (hunters
and gatherers)
− Chart: Civilization’s place in the big picture (see the PowerPoint slides)
− "BP" means "Before Present"
− Analogy to this semester-long class
− if the class covered the existence of our own species, from the first archaic Homo sapiens
to the present, it would start at least 500,000 years ago
− a semester-long class has 30 meetings of 75 minutes each, or 2,250 minutes; that is 222
years/minute
− that is about one generation every 5 seconds for the whole semester…
− we would study foragers all the way into the last class meeting, totaling 36 hours, or
98% of the course
− we would not get to the first farmers (10,000 years ago) until 30 minutes into the last
class meeting
− and we would only get to the first sizable cities, states, and civilizations (about 5,500
years ago) until 50 minutes into the last class meeting
− all of written history would fit into the last 25 minutes of the semester
− so: farming and civilization are very recent aberrations for the human race.
− we evolved biologically as foragers
− that includes not only our bodies, but also our capacity for thought and planning
− our propensities for social relations
− and our emotions
− So how did we get from foraging to civilization? Why change after such a long run of
success?
− A more detailed framework for world history
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− First, a quick review of how we talk about dates
− based on the online reading “Concepts related to chronology and dates”
− AD/BC
− CE/BCE
− BP
− cal AD, cal BC, cal BP
− Century, as in “twentieth century” = 1900s. No “zero-th” century.
− Millennium, same but for thousand-year blocks. “fourth millennium”=3000s.
− Pleistocene epoch, Holocene epoch
− The end of the Pleistocene was gradual, so sources vary on the exact date.
− some sources start the “terminal Pleistocene”, that is, the beginning of the gradual
ending of the Pleistocene, around 15,000 years ago
− common figures for the end of the Pleistocene are 11,000; 11,500; and 11,700 years ago.
− somewhat less common is a round figure of 10,000 years ago
− we are now in the Holocene, the modern warm period after the Pleistocene
− ya (years ago), essentially the same as BP
− kya (thousand years ago)
− mya (million years ago)
− See the PowerPoint slides
− blank chart starting around 11,000 BCE
− why that date?
− end of the Pleistocene
− beginning of roughly modern climate, sea level, shorelines, ecological zones, etc.
− naturally, the end of the Pleistocene was a very gradual change
− different sources place the “end” differently, depending on what they are looking at
− Jared Diamond uses 11,000 BCE as the “starting line” in his book, and that figure is
as good as any
− You might consider printing this blank chart (posted on the class website) and plotting
things on it throughout the class
− or make your own with scales that fit whatever you are taking notes about; timelines are
helpful for seeing the relationships of events
− Adoption of agriculture: see slide
− faster in some places, very gradual in others
− earlier in some places, later in others
− Development of cities: see slide
− a good bit later than the adoption of agriculture in any given region
− but still at different times in different places
− Classical empires in various regions: see slide
− again, a good bit later than the rise of cities in any given region
− what is an empire?
− a political unit in which one city or region controls, usually by military conquest, many
others in a larger region, in order to extract taxes, tribute, labor, etc. from them
− Now, let’s overlay the kind of conventional periods used by our textbook
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− “Early complex societies” from 3500 to 500 BCE
− note how this leaves out much of the development of agriculture
− note how it only roughly fits the rise of cities
− some started a bit earlier (as in Mesopotamia)
− and some developed mostly after this “period” ended
− Andes, Mesoamerica
− this “period” is obviously not “real”; it is a rough generalization for the convenience of
historians
− like “World War I” for Toynbee, this is a creation by later historians that would have
had no meaning to the people of the time
− and only has a very rough meaning for us
− “Classical Societies” from 500 BCE to 500 CE
− rise of early empires in some areas, but other areas don’t independently develop empires
until later
− Mesoamerica and the Andes are particularly poor fits for this “period”, which is
obviously based on Eurasian history
− “Post-classical societies” from 500 to 1000 CE
− Byzantine empire, Dar al-Islam, early Middle Ages
− “Age of interaction” from 1000 to 1500 CE
− we will cover this towards the end of the course
− Point: look how poorly these general periods fit even the very simplified events on this
chart
− these periods are arbitrary creations by historians
− don’t take them too literally
− But they are still useful as broad guidelines to orient us as we read and think about history
− Prepare for Assignment #1
− Abstracts of an online source and a journal article (online), and proper style of citations
− goal: to practice reading, understanding, and summarizing historical material in your own
words
− goal: to practice using Chicago style of citations and basic skills for submitting files
− Assignment details are posted
− including the grading rubric that shows specifically what I will be looking for
− You have two sources assigned to you by student ID number
− A list showing links to your assigned sources is also on the class website
− depending on how your computer is reaching the SSU library, some links will not take you
directly to the source
− you may have to enter your library ID and password to access JSTOR articles
− you may have to log in to Ebsco Host and may have to search for the article’s title
− instructions are given on the assigned sources list
− One point of this assignment is to get you started using the Chicago style of citation, the
standard for history writing
− a guide to the Chicago style is also posted on the class website
− endnote numbers, endnotes, bibliography
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− a link to an example paper in this format is on the class website under “links”
− Another point is to get you to learn how to
− save in a widely-used file format (Word 95, Word 2000, or Rich Text Format) that any
word processor can open
− name the file according to specific rules, in this case
− h201-09f-Assignment1-LastnameFirstname
− and send it as an email attachment
− all are basic survival skills in today’s world
− instructions are in the assignment information
− Note: it is due WEDNESDAY after next (Sept. 9), at midnight, by email
− Check it out and bring any questions you might have to class on Thursday

